RE: Murder House Flip TV Show by Quibi

This petition is to protest the new television show Murder House Flip to be presented by Quibi. Quibi is a new streaming service which will be introduced in April 2020. Your company supports Quibi and by investing in the Murder House Flip series reflects your support for this show which Exploits the murder of someone’s loved one. Those of us who have experienced the real thing Do Not find it entertaining, in fact, we find it cruel and insensitive. Below is a description of the new show, Murder House Flip.

A new and totally unconventional series called Murder House Flip is coming soon, and it’s exactly what it sounds like: a home-makeover show that takes on houses where a murder happened. Kind of creepy, but also pretty intriguing ... “We are thrilled to bring this one-of-a-kind series to life and dive into a world that combines America’s two biggest TV obsessions: true crime and home renovation,” said Elyse Seder, senior vice president of alternative and syndicated programming for Sony Pictures Television, in a press release issued to TODAY Home. The show — coming from "CSI" producer Josh Berman, "Penny Dreadful" producer Chris King and author Katherine Ramsland — will appear on mobile-streaming service Quibi, which launches in April 2020. So, what can viewers expect from this new home improvement show? A “colorful cast of forensic specialists, spiritual healers and high-end renovation experts,” according to the press release. “(They’ll) uncover the crimes, shocking secrets and scandalous history of the homes.” And as with all home-makeover shows, there will be some gritty hard work involved although, removing blood stains sounds a little more gruesome than your typical home renovation task, it’s not like creating an open layout or adding hardwood floors.

We, the undersigned STRONGLY OPPOSE this form of entertainment at the expense of real survivors of homicide victims who must live with the loss of their loved ones for the rest of their lives. It is hurtful, insensitive and unnecessary.

(Please use the back of this sheet for additional signatures.)
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